RELATIVE PRECEDENCE OF PRIVATE MEMBERS’ RESOLUTION

The following is the relative precedence of Private Members’ Resolutions balloted on 17.6.2019 (Monday) at 1:00 P.M to be discussed on Friday, the 21st June, 2019.

1. Pu ZOTHANTLUANGA’s Resolution :-
   “MNF Ministry-in hun reilote chhunga Zoram dung leh vanga kawng chhe tak a siamtha mai hi lawmawm kan ti hle”
   (Public Works Department)

2. Pu RAMTHANMAWIA’s Resolution :-
   “MNF Ministry-in hun reilote chhunga Mizoram kawngpui chhia a thuam tha hi a lawmawm kan ti”
   (Public Works Department)

3. Pu LALRINTLUANGA SAILO’s Resolution :-
   “MNF Ministry-in hun reilote chhunga Mizoram kawngpui chhia a thuam tha hi a lawmawm kan ti hle”
   (Public Works Department)

4. Pu LALRINSANGA RALTE’s Resolution :-
   “Pu Zoramthanga kaihruai sorkar thar in hun reilote chhunga kawngpui chhia siam tha a, nasa taka hma a la nghal hi lawmawm kan ti”
   (Public Works Department)
5. **Dr. F. LALNUNMAWIA**‘s Resolution :-

   “MNF Ministry-in hun reilote chhunga Mizoram kawngpui chhia a thuam tha hi a lawmawm kan ti hle”

   (Public Works Department)

6. **Pu V.L. ZAITHANZAMA**‘s Resolution :-

   “Power-a Mizoram kan intodelh theih nan keimahni ta tur ngei siam chhuak turin sawrkar-in chak zawkin hma la rawh se”

   (Power & Electricity Department)

7. **Pu L. THANGMAWIA**‘s Resolution :-

   “MNF Ministry-in hun reilote chhunga Mizoram kawngpui chhia a thawm tha hi a lawmawm kan ti”

   (Public Works Department)

8. **Dr. VANLALTANPUIA**‘s Resolution :-

   “MNF Ministry Pu Zoramthanga kaihruaiin thla reilote chhunga Mizoram kawngpui chhia a thuam tha hi a lawmawm kan ti hle”

   (Public Works Department)

9. **Pu VANLALHLANA**‘s Resolution :-

   “Mizoram-ah power-a kan intodelh theih nan tun aia nasa zawk hian sawrkar-in hma la rawh se”

   (Power & Electricity Department)
10. **Er. H. LALZIRLIANA**’s Resolution :-

   “MNF Ministry-in sawrkarna hun reilote chelh chhunga Mizoram mipuite rumna, kawngpui chhia engemaw zat siam that anih hi lawmawm kan ti hle”

   (Public Works Department)

11. **Pu K.T. ROKHAW**’s Resolution :-

   “Mizoram Institute of Medical Education & Research (MIMER) hming hi thlak loh ni se”

   (Health & Family Welfare Department)

12. **Pu NIHAR KANTI CHAKMA**’s Resolution :-

   “Indo-Bangla Border fencing siam hna thawh a nih avanga a bul hnaia cheng chhungkua/mipui ten harsatna an tawh sutkian nan Mizoram sorkar-in Central lamah a rang lamin hma la rawh se”

   (Home Department)

   S.R. ZOKHUMA
   Commissioner & Secretary